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Nissan Group’s U.s. sales were up 7.1 percent in 
2015. sentra did its part to fuel that growth. 
nissan’s compact sedan mainstay sold over 

200,000 units for the year (up 11 percent vs. 2014). 
Recently, nissan introduced sentra’s 2016 edition, 

with prices starting at $16,780 for a base s level car, and 
ranging to $22,170 for the top grade sL. In between are 
the mileage-minded FE+s ($18,030), sporty looking sR 

($20,410) and the volume leading sV ($18,550). no s 
or FE+s trim cars were available at the product launch, 
so I divided my driving time between sV, sR and sL 
models. 

sentra’s mid-cycle refresh is highlighted by design 
updates, driver assistance technology and chassis re-
finements. Visual changes for the model year are most 
extensive up front. a honeycomb variation of nissan’s 
V-Motion grille leads the way, along with new styles for 
hood and fascia. Boomerang headlights (halogens on 
lower levels, LED pipe beams on higher levels) round 
out the new face. sentra’s side view changes are con-
fined to the wheel wells. all of the alloy wheel choices 
for 2016 are new, as are the tires. The back end also 
boasts a restyled fascia and tail lamps. 

seat fabrics and trim materials have been updated, 
with s/sV/sR models sporting cloth/vinyl upholstery, 
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and sLs upgraded to leather appointed seats. slide 
inside any trim level and you’ll take in a bright, meter 
cluster, surrounding a 5-inch, programmable, LED 
display panel. The driver’s dash view is framed by a 
leather-wrapped, Z-inspired 
three-spoke steering wheel, 
and the driver’s seat now has 
6-way power/2-way lumbar 
support. sentra’s front seats 
are quite comfortable, with 
enough travel to fit taller 
drivers. Rear seat room is 
similarly suitable for six-
footers. Leg room in back measures 37.4 inches. That 
compares with 41.4 inches in Corolla and 37.4 inches 
in Civic – two stalwarts in the segment. sentra’s trunk 
space is generous; 15.1 cubic feet of cargo capacity (vs. 
13.0 in Corolla, 15.1 in Civic). Rear seatbacks split and 

fold forward to accommodate longer items. However, 
the height of the folded seats are raised relative to the 
rest of the trunk, so the load floor isn’t level. 

a new Driver’s assist Package (standard on sL, 
optional on sV/sR ($1,020)) 
bundles a 5.8-ibcg color touch 
screen, navigation system, nis-
sanConnect mobile apps, sirius/
XM Travel, voice activation for 
audio and navigation, and blind 
spot monitoring with rear cross 
traffic alert. a favorite for cold 
weather climes like ours will 

be the all Weather Package ($300), which adds heated 
front seats and outside mirrors. sL/sR buyers can also 
opt for Premium and Technology packages. Highlights 
of the former ($1,130 on sL) include power moon roof 
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The Subaru brand has been so identified with
crossovers that their other models (like the
midsize Legacy family sedan) are often over-

looked.
That trend has shown signs of changing in recent

years, and Legacy’s newest edition is further proof
of a car edging its way into the mainstream, midsize
market.
The largest of Subaru’s sedan series, Legacy is offered

in four trim levels: 2.5i, 2.5i Premium, 2.5i Limited and
3.6R Limited. Prices range from $21,695 to $29,595. My

test car was the top-ranging 3.6R Limited. With a hand-
ful of options (moonroof, keyless access, push-button
start, navigation — $2,195 total), it had an as-tested
price of $32,585.
This is a refresh year for Legacy, with subtle changes

to sheet metal, interior packaging and powertrain.
Legacy’s engines carry over from the previous year,
tweaked for better fuel economy. The transmission
choices have been trimmed back. The six-speed manual
— previously offered on four-cylinder models — is no
longer available, leaving the CVT as standard through-
out the Legacy lineup.

continued on page 6
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The base, 2.5L four-cylinder checks in with 175
horsepower and 174 lb. ft. of torque. EPA estimated
gas mileage is 26 city, 36 highway and 30 combined. As
fitted in my test car, the 3.6L generates 256 horsepower
@ 6,000 rpm and 247 lb. ft. of torque @ 4,400 rpm.
Mileage estimates are 20/28/23.
The sedan will reach 60 mph from a standstill in a

little more than seven seconds. While there are several
cars (mostly FWD) in this segment that are faster than
the AWD Legacy, power from the six feels ample in the
3,662 lb. four-door.
It’s smooth at all speeds, and the CVT does a nice

imitation of a conventional transmission (with simulat-

ed shift points and an absence of typical, CVT droning).
That said, I’d be inclined to buy the “boxer” four-
cylinder engine. The 2.5L has enough torque to come
off the line smartly. It won’t win any drag races, but
top end acceleration is respectable, and fuel economy
is a strong point. A combined average of 30 mpg’s in an
AWD sedan with this kind of room is impressive.
All Subaru models are equipped with all-wheel-drive.

My test drive coincided with a disagreeably early stretch
of foul winter weather. The Legacy’s combination of
AWD, electronic traction aids and the car’s low center
of gravity are very reassuring. Subaru’s system uses a
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ROOM TO MANEUVER. Though its interior (left) lacks the flashiness of some of its rivals, the 2015 Subaru Legacy
stands out in the hotly-contested midsize segment with its roominess and well-regarded AWD system.
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Times Union Automotive section gives you
auto news, Dan Lyons’ car reviews, interesting
car facts, advice, and just plain fun.
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ROLLING ON. The Nissan Sentra’s sales have nearly doubled since the seventh generation appeared three years ago. 
With newly available technology and added refinements, the 2017 seems poised to keep the ball rolling for Nissan

The value pick for those of 
us in the northeast is an sV, 
with Driver’s assist and all 
Weather Packages.
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